SCAVENGER HUNT CLUES - 2021
Hunt 1:
I am a world famous site that dates back to the 3rd century BCE of the Sumerian
Civilization. You might easily guess my country’s name because the U.S. invaded it in
2003. Unfortunately, my country is too frequently known in Western culture only for its
years of ongoing political trouble, caused by the many sanctions imposed on it that have
resulted in its poverty. However, many western people are unaware of my country’s
long history and rich culture. For instance, we have one of the longest written traditions
in the world and a deep heritage of respect for education and art. The next clue is located
at one of the local churches belonging to the religion the Pope oversees. This church
serves the students of MTU.
Hunt 2:
This Copper Country landmark was purposefully erected next to another iconic structure
which no longer exists. It's named for its developer, a Civil War veteran and municipal
leader who is also recognized by a local street. Had the original developer not pulled out,
generations may have instead known it as "The Sackrider".
Hunt 3:
Enjoy the newly renovated park where man and dog can rest and quench their thirst,
while reflecting on those who have made the ultimate sacrifice for our freedoms.

Hunt 4:
Do you know a recent arrival to the country? A non-native English speaker who’d like to
practice and improve their skills? Looking for help with reading, speaking, or writing
English? This community resource for MTU students and their families can be a great
place to begin! Cultural and social events are also offered at this brightly-colored,
welcoming place near the Tech campus. Find the sign that shows where “Pilgrims visit
the Shrine of St. Becket and look for your next clue.
Hunt 5:
It has to be heated to at least 1085 degrees to be purified.
Hunt 6:
Built in 1889, this Romanesque building was the first structure constructed for the
Michigan Mining School. Originally known as State Hall, it was renamed for its primary
benefactor. Demolished in 1968 to make space for a 11-story “meme”. Go past the next
tall building and look for an object glacially transported to the Keweenaw. The final clue
will reveal a special connection between the two buildings.
Hunt 7:
The Parade of Nations celebrates the many cultures and countries represented in our
community. The sun shines red in the “Sky” today to bring us a culinary delight from a
“sister prefecture”.
Hunt 8:
The Parade of Nations celebrates the many cultures and countries represented in our
community. A popular event hosted by a student organization before the pandemic
celebrated their New Year. Hopefully they will be “performing their arts” again this
coming year.
Hunt 9:
Chaucer’s “Tales” may lead you here but the quest is for the home base.

